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	Welcome to ALB-GOLD


[image: ]The ALB-GOLD management: André, Irmgard and Oliver Freidler (f.l.t.r.)
Home of Swabian Spaetzle & pasta

ALB-GOLD is a traditional family-owned company 

located in the state of Baden-Wuerttemberg in Germany. The company’s headquarters is situated in southern Germany on the Swabian Alb – among the Black Forest, the city of Stuttgart and Lake Constance. This area is the home of Swabian spaetzle and the cradle of pasta-making in Germany. ALB-GOLD manufactures more than 150 different pasta shapes using the best raw materials of finest quality.

Our extensive organic pasta assortment ranges from traditional Italian durum wheat semolina pasta to specialty egg pasta, produced from the finest semolina and fresh eggs, and locally grown spelt pasta. We also make sweet pasta flavored with chocolate and lime, and gluten-free pasta made from organic corn and rice flour. Another specialty of ALB-GOLD is our organic kids‘ pasta, animal-shaped semolina pasta which can be enjoyed by kids and the whole family.
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International Fairs

COME AND SEE US 

at the upcoming trade shows! You can get a hands-on look at our pasta varieties and talk with one of our experts about your specific needs. Our trade shows are a great way to see first hand all the delicious pasta ranges we have to offer you. We look forward to seeing you at our booth.
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BioFach

Nuremberg, Germany
14. – 17. FEBRUARY 2023
 
⇒ see more
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PLMA Amsterdam

Amsterdam, Netherlands
23. – 24. MAY 2023
 
⇒ see more
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anuga

Cologne, Germany
07. – 11. OCTOBER 2023
 
⇒ see more

 

 










        
		
    

  



 Heilmittel für Augenzucken https://www.alb-gold.de/avanafil-online-kaufen-billigt.html  Natürliche Heilmittel für Sinusitis
 Grippe Medizin https://www.alb-gold.de/flibanserin-deutschland-billigt.html  Medikamente gegen Kopfschmerzen
 Medikamente gegen Hitzewallungen https://www.alb-gold.de/levitra-generika-billigt.html  Hausmittel gegen zahnschmerzen
 medizinische briefe https://www.alb-gold.de/priligy-30-mg-ohne-rezept-billigt.html  Natürliche Heilmittel für ADHS
 Behandlung von Nagelpilz https://www.alb-gold.de/viagra-online-kaufen-ohne-rezept-billigt.html  Behandlungen für eingewachsene Zehennägel
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      ALB • GOLD Teigwaren
    Klaus-Freidler-Straße 1

    D - 72818 Trochtelfingen
   
DE-ÖKO-006

    
  Phone: +49 7124 9291 - 0
  
  Fax:  +49 7124 9291 - 900

Email: info[at]alb-gold.de
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    We use cookies in order to optimize our website for you and to be able to continuously improve it. Without cookies, the user experience on the website may be adversely affected. For more information on cookies, please visit our privacy policy
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      Required Cookies

      These cookies are needed to let the basic page functionallity work correctly.
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	Runtime:	356
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        Statistic cookies anonymize your data and use it. These information will help us to learn, how the users are using our website.
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              _gid | Google Analytics, Google Tagmanger

              Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.

              	Provider:	Google
	Cookiename:	_gid
	Runtime:	24 h
	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy
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	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy


            

          
            
              


              


              _ga | Google Analytics, Google Tagmanger

              Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.
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	Cookiename:	_ga
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	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy


            

          
            
              


              


              _ga_# | Google Analytics, Google Tagmanger

              Used by Google Analytics to collect data on the number of times a user has visited the website as well as dates for the first and most recent visit.

              	Provider:	Google
	Cookiename:	_ga_#
	Runtime:	399 Days
	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy
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        Content for Videoplatforms und Social Media Platforms will be disabled automaticly. To see content from external sources, you need to enable it in the cookie settings.
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              Attempts to estimate user bandwidth on pages with built-in YouTube videos.
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              Saves presets and basic settings for viewing Youtube videos.

              	Provider:	Google Inc.
	Cookiename:	PREF
	Runtime:	10 Jahre
	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy
	Host:	.youtube.com


            

          
            
               


               


              Youtube (YSC)

              Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of YouTube videos that the user has seen.
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	Cookiename:	YSC
	Runtime:	Session
	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy
	Host:	.youtube.com


            

          
            
               


               


              Youtube (IDE)

              Contains a randomly generated user ID. Using this ID, Google can recognize the user across domains and play out personalized advertising via various websites.
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	Cookiename:	IDE
	Runtime:	356
	Privacy source url:	https://policies.google.com/privacy
	Host:	.doubleclick.net
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